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PLAYBACK is the bulletin of the British Library National
Sound Archive (NSA). It is published free of charge twice a

year, with information on the NSA’s current and future activities, and
news from the world of sound archives and audio preservation.
Comments are welcome and should be addressed to the editor at
the NSA.

We have a special mailing list for PLAYBACK. Please write, phone,
fax or email us, or complete and send in the tear-off slip at the end
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future issues through the post.
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■ The NSA has received support from the Library’s Collection

Care directorate over a number of years, to enable urgent

conservation copying work to be carried out on vulnerable

recordings.We have completed the retrospective digitisation of

‘acetate’ discs and acetate tape, and have moved on to our

extensive digital audio recordings on Betamax videotape.

Although only made in the 1980s, the rapid obsolescence of this

format means these recordings are already vulnerable. In recent

years we have stockpiled over 30 Betamax players for this

project.

■ Peter Copeland, head of

the NSA technical section

and one of the world’s

leading experts on archival

audio, and Listening and

Viewing Service veteran

Trish Warren, retired

recently, to be replaced by

Nigel Bewley and Nelson

Cook respectively. With

great sadness we record

the death of Diana Hull,

who was forging a successful acting career after retiring as head

of the NSA Cataloguing Section.

■ Antony Gordon, as Chair of the IAML (UK), now IAML (UK

& Irl) Conference Committee organised the Annual Study

Weekend at Grey College, Durham in April. Speakers included

the NSA’s Janet Topp Fargion, whose session on world music

resources was very much appreciated by delegates.

■ The Wildlife section

supplied English bird

sounds for the British

Library’s latest CD-ROM

of the Sherborne Missal,

and new insect sounds to

replace older NSA sounds

in the Monster Creepy

Crawlies exhibition, which

has had over a million

visitors in UK and Portugal and is currently at the Horniman

Museum. Dubbing requests included: blue whale sounds for a

US scientist collecting examples from the world’s oceans to

study their variation; bear sounds for a Teddy Bear exhibition

at the Museum of Childhood, London; nightingale sounds for

Cleveland Orchestra’s (US) concert performances of

Respighi’s Pines of Rome; and an order from a German

zoologist comparing Orang Utan calls from different

populations.

■ A new project leaflet and CD for

the ‘Book Trade Lives’ oral history

project were launched in the British

Library Conference Centre, and

over 100 book trade people,many of

them interviewees, in attendance.

Guest speakers were Gordon

Graham and Sebastian Faulks. Over

70 interviews have been carried out

so far and the event was well

covered in the book trade press.

■ Pop curator Andy Linehan compiled the contents of the

display cases in the British Library entrance hall to mark the

2002 World Cup which included a number of football records.

■ Chris Clark gave the keynote speech at this year’s IASA

conference in Aarhus.The theme of the conference was ‘Digital

Asset Management and Preservation’. He has now stepped

down after six years as Editor of the IASA website, news bulletin

and journal.

what’s happening
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■ Numerous improvements have been made to our website, including direct links into CADENSA when a collection item is listed,

a large new suite of Oral History and NLSC pages, a page covering audio-visual collections in the NSA concerning disability, sets

of sound extracts for the jazz pages, and a new NSA publications page with link to the British Library online bookshop 

Peter Copeland

The Sherborne Missal
U NING

HE PA EG ST

Sebastian Faulks with
Martin Goff, Chairman 
of the National Life 
Story Collection Trustees,
and project worker 
Sue Bradley at the 
Book Trade Lives event
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charting history
50 years of number one hits

by Andy Linehan

The first ever UK Singles chart was published on November 14

1952 and its 50th anniversary this autumn is being marked by

celebratory radio and television programmes, books and events,

co-ordinated by the Official UK Charts Company. The NSA is

mounting an audio display in the foyer of the British Library

where the public will be able to listen to any of the records that

have reached the Number One spot over the 50 years. Listeners

will be able to search a specially-compiled database by artist, title

or date and listen to their chosen recordings through

headphone points and also see the edition of the NME from

1952 that started the whole retail charts phenomenon.

The notion of ranked listings of songs by popularity is not a

new one – as long ago as the mid-19th century music publishers

would, for promotional purposes, compile lists of their own top-

selling music sheets. Independently-compiled listings of popular

sheet music sales started to appear in the 20th century in the

emerging music press. Melody Maker in the UK published charts

of best-selling sheet music as the Hits of the Season in the 1920s

and in the 1930s Billboard printed lists of tunes ranked according

to the number of times they were played on the major US radio

stations at the time.

The first chart based on actual retail sales was the brainchild of

Maurice Kinn, a former promoter and agent who had purchased

the Musical Express & Accordion Weekly and relaunched the title as

New Musical Express (NME) in the summer of 1952. Kinn and his

advertising director, Percy Dickins, enlisted around 50 record

stores and asked them to provide details of the titles that had sold

most in the previous week. The information was gathered by

telephone and collated into the first ever chart by the NME’s

accountant. The chart contained only 12 titles with Al Martino’s

Here in my heart gaining the first ever Number One spot.

The concept of a sales chart was an immediate success with

both the public and record companies, and the latter’s enthusiasm

for having their titles amongst the best sellers led to increasingly

sophisticated means of data collection and independent auditing to

ensure accuracy.

Today’s chart compilers,Millward Brown, collect data from over

1,000 retailers each week in order to reveal which record is the

public’s current favourite, and a quick scan of the titles that have

made the Number One spot over the years provides an interesting

insight into the tastes of the singles-buying masses.One of the early

Number Ones, How much is that doggie in the window by Lita Roza,

might be viewed as a quaint novelty record of the time, but one

wonders how recent chart-toppers by the likes of Bob The Builder

and the Teletubbies will be viewed in 50 years time.

Some Number Ones immediately evoke memories of specific

events or concerns – the murder of John Lennon, famine in Africa,

the death of Princess Diana – whereas others give a flavour of an

era – Beatlemania,Glam-Rock,Brit-Pop.There are one-hit wonders

(Joe Dolce, Brian and Michael) and the longtime chart veterans

(Cliff Richard, Elvis Presley). Of course, it is a matter of personal

taste,but each record that occupies the Number One spot is a title

which somehow captured the interest of the greatest number of

singles-buyers at that particular time.There are some great records

and some awful records in the list but as a barometer of public

taste in Pop music, the list of Number Ones makes fascinating

reading.
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acquisitions 2001-2 recordings of the two-minute silence on

Armistice Day and Remembrance Sunday 

at the Cenotaph from 1929 to 2000

(1CD0171390), both on Charrm; and Six types

of silence by Jliat on EditionXI (1CD0198439).

EMI issued perhaps the most amusing item

from the period – Music to Keep your Husband

Happy (1CD0203602) which includes ‘How to

strip for your husband’ and ‘How to belly dance

for your husband’.

■ International Music

A number of major collections were taken in

during the period, including a further mass of

audio and video material recorded by Rolf Killius

for the Music of India project (C815). We

received the late David Rycroft’s collection of

300 tapes of South African music (C811) and

(from the Horniman Museum) a further

collection of recordings by Jean Jenkins to add to

our existing holdings of her work (C699).Among

commercial releases acquired were various CDs

of African music, including an update of our South

African kwaito (street hip-hop) collections; and

the video Hosay Trinidad by John Bishop and Frank

Korom about the observance of Shi’ite

Muharram rites on Trinidad.

Most of the recordings to be digitised by the

Traditional Music of England project (funded by

the Heritage Lottery Fund – see Playback 26)

have now been received and much of the

processing completed.Together with recordings

already in our collections, this intake now forms 

the major research collection in the subject area.

Some of the new collections are extensive, and

include Bob and Jackie Patten’s recordings from

the south west (C1033); John Howson (East

Anglia,C1034);Carole Pegg (east Suffolk,C1006);

Roy Palmer (Midlands, Gloucestershire, East

Anglia etc., C1023); Keith Summers (East Anglia,

C1002); Desmond and Shelagh Herring (Suffolk

singers and musicians, C999); and Reg Hall

(singers and musicians in the south east, Irish in

London etc., C903).

■ Oral History

Fieldwork is perhaps the right way to describe

our most recent new project: Down to Earth:

An Oral History of British Horticulture

(C1029), documenting British gardeners,

plantsmen and women, garden designers,

■ Popular Music

The period saw more than usual football-

related publications, such as Virgin’s double CD

The Best Unofficial Football Anthems Ever

(1CD0205548); EMI’s compilation of Brazilian

football songs, entitled Gol! (1CD0205548);

The Irish World Cup Squad singing Here Come

the Good Times (1CD 0204228) and Bell and

Spurling’s tribute to David Beckham called

Goldenballs (1CD0203034), both on WEA; and

Terry Venables and ‘Rider’ with England Crazy!

on East West (1CD0200770). Cherry Red

added Manchester City (1CD0175227) and

Stoke (1CD0203036) to their long series of

CDs of music relating to specific teams.

The subject of punk rock also received

attention, with 25 Years of Anarchy from Three

Brothers Records (1CD0199665) featuring

many well-known ‘anarchists’; and Punk Rock

Baby Records issued a CD by William South

and Ian Walker subtitled ‘Soothing sounds for

the nursery, a collection of punk rock classics

in a lullaby style for your snot nosed little

rockers’ (1CD0203371).

The arrival of several ‘silent’ records

coincided, including recordings of the one-

minute silence from the funeral of Diana,

Princess of Wales (1SE0091307) and archive

This report covers roughly the 2001-2

‘academic year’, during which we

continued to receive regular donations

of published CDs and other products

from the UK record industry, amounting

to a total of 35,000 items on various

carriers over the course of the year. It’s

a pleasure to record our thanks to all

the companies, large and small, who

continue to support this long-standing

voluntary arrangement.Among others

ASV, Black Box,APR, BBC, Meridian and

Testament helped us by supplying back-

catalogue items missing from our

collections.We received our first ever 

3-inch DVD-video single, included with 

a CD called Oscillator in Distortion by

Japanese ensemble Mad Capsule Markets

(these names appear to lose something

is translation); and accessioned our

200,000th published CD (Release

by the Pet Shop Boys, 1CD0200000).

Before long we will have more CDs 

than LPs.



landscape architects, seed growers, and

horticulturists. Notable interviewees so far

include Miriam Rothschild (b.1908) and

Christopher Lloyd of Great Dixter (b.1921).

Many new interviews were added to the British

Photography, Post Office and Circus collections,

and to the National Life Story Collection’s Wolff

Olins, Book Trade Lives, Artists’ Lives, Food:

from Source to Salespoint, and other projects.

We received several important collections,

including:

• 33 recordings by Dr David Tyrrell who 

was Director of the Common Cold Unit,

1982-1990 (C1038). He interviewed office 

staff, technicians, drivers, bacteriologists,

microbiologists, dermatologists and virologists

who worked for the unit 1957-1990.

• 56 interviews recorded with Melvin 

Calvin and fellow scientists in the Bio-

Organic Chemistry Group which he set up in

1945 to discover the path of carbon in

photosynthesis.

• 13 cassette recordings made by Richard

Wollheim with Isaiah Berlin, Iris Murdoch,

Stephen Spender, Stuart Hampshire, James

Joll, John Richardson, David Sylvester, Roger

de Grey and others.

• Seven cassettes of interviews with staff and

owners of various stately homes recorded for

The Woman’s Domain: Women and the English

Country House, by Trevor Lummis and Jan

Marsh (1990).

And we were pleased to add a video of a

speech by Manny Shinwell made when he was

101.

■ Western Art Music

Numerous important unpublished recordings

were acquired during the period, most notably

the C. W. Baumgarten collection given by

Edward Johnson, to whom the recordings

were bequeathed. Jack Baumgarten was for

many years assistant to Leopold Stokowski,

and the collection contains many non-

commercial recordings, including rehearsals, of

the great conductor. 138 tapes of BBC

broadcasts 1957-1967 including items by Myra

Hess, Curzon, Rubinstein etc. were donated by

Colin White. Among published CDs we were

able to purchase copies of the entire recent

prolific output of Composers Recordings Inc.

(New York), and were pleased to acquire most

of what appeared on the now-defunct Dante

label.

Interesting individual publications received

were Viktor Ullman’s Slavonic Rhapsody for

orchestra and obbligato saxophone op.23 and

David Golightly’s Symphony no.1 dedicated to

the players and personnel of Middlesborough

Football Club on ASC (1CD0149028). BIS

Records of Sweden have issued an interesting

disc of music by Shostakovich which includes a

premiere recording, the Suite on Finnish Folk

Themes from 1939; and EMI have donated a

further boxed set of recordings by the

Romanian conductor Sergiu Celibidache

(1CD171496). For a conductor renowned for

avoidance of the recording studio, a surprising

amount of material is coming to light at the

moment.

The Pendlebury Library at Cambridge University,

the library of the Department of Music, has given

the NSA its collection of commercial 78rpm

discs, privately-made shellac discs and acetates,

from which we were able to select numerous

interesting items for retention.

The private recordings of broadcasts 

and live performances were made in the 

1940s and ‘50s on direct-cut discs 

(now undergoing conservation

treatment) by small recording

companies like Master Sound

System,Deroy Sound Service,

Sound News Productions,

University Recording

Company of Cambridge, and

Star Sound Studios. They

include recordings of music and

performances by successive

Cambridge professors of music: Patrick

Hadley’s cantata Fen and Flood in the version with

piano accompaniment, of his 1948 composition

Laudemus! Exultemus!, written to mark the

sexcentenary of the founding of Gonville and

Caius College and scored for voices, four

trumpets, two trombones, and the chimes of the

college clock, and Robin Orr’s They that put their

trust in the Lord recorded in the chapel of St John’s

College, where he was organist.

The commercial 78rpm discs include Falla’s 

El Retablo de Maese Pedro from the Spanish firm of

Columbia, and Marc Blitzstein’s 1937 opera The

Cradle Will Rock with the original Broadway cast

on the American Musicraft label.

The LPs include a great variety of material:

music by Florent Schmitt on the Véga label; a

number of 1950s discs of the American

counter-tenor Russell Oberlin on

the label Expériences Anonymes;

the original soundtrack from

Charlie Chaplin’s A Countess

from Hong Kong; and March

Along With Mary Poppins

played by ‘Members of the

famed University of California

at Los Angeles Band’.

Professor Hadley cannot have

been all that approving of these

acquisitions. In the 1950s a student

suggested that a record-player might be useful in

the University Music School. ‘What d’you want

that for?’, he asked. ‘So we could study

performance and get to know more works.’

‘What works?’ ‘Larger things like operas.’ ‘You

know what we used to do? Get the chaps

together, get out the scores, get round the piano

and sing through the lot.That’s what you want to

do.You don’t need gramophone records.’
5

Photo: Patrick Hadley, from ‘Paddy’ by Eric Wetherell, published by Thames Publishing [ISBN 0 903413 84 1]

fen and flood
the Pendlebury Library

by Timothy Day
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■ Jazz

Our holdings of Japanese and European

commercial releases have been strengthened by

recent systematic purchase, including 1954

sessions by saxophonist Sadao Watanabe,

trumpeter Terumasa Hino, and pianists Junko

Onishi and Shotaro Moriyasu, recorded at an all-

night jam session from the Mocambo Club,

Yokohama in 1954; Shakuhachi Solisten with

Nobuo Hara & His Sharps & Flats, playing Glenn

Miller hits in 1982; 21 CDs of the work of the

Polish modernist jazz and soundtrack composer

Kryzsztof Komeda (1931-1969); and a batch of

rare German LPs from the early 1970s of the

even rarer German swing bands who somehow

managed to record under the noses of the Nazis

(Weintraub’s Syncopators, Teddy Stauffer and

others).After a long negotiation we acquired 12

of the very rare original 78s recorded by Charlie

and his Orchestra, a German jazz/swing band

which remained active throughout World War II.

The discs were not sold in shops but circulated

for use by the military (including propaganda)

and in prisoner of war camps.

We recorded a jazz ensemble class in the

Music Department of Goldsmith’s College, and

performances by among others the Ian Carr

quartet, the Ukulele Orchestra of Great Britain

and Karen Street Trio (an accordion-led group).

An important donation of live recordings 1978-

92 came from Carl Kirton (C1030). In pursuit

of all aspects of the subject, the Oral History of

Jazz in Britain Project interviewed among

others Keith Waithe, flautist and bandleader;

Howard Yentis, former IBC Studios and BBC

engineer; Richard Cook, editor of Jazz Review;

Gary Crosby, double bassist, founder of 

the Jazz Warriors and bandleader of Nu 

Troop and Jazz Jamaica; and Howard Riley,

pianist/Director of Music at Goldsmiths

College.

■ Wildlife

We received as a bequest the late Bill

Sinclair’s 700 tapes of sounds of Scottish

highland and wetland wildlife, which filled a

major gap in our collections; and an

important collection from the International

Fund for Animal Welfare of hydrophone

recordings of seals, whales and dolphins made

by scientists on board the research vessel

‘Song of the Whale’. Published acquisitions

included donations of CDs from Nashvert

Productions in France of the sounds of

volcanoes, icebergs and caves.

We deal with the voices of the dead every day

but our subjects tend to have been alive at the

time of recording. For the ‘voice entities’ to be

found in a recently acquired collection of

recordings made by Dr Konstantin Raudive,

mortality was no impediment. While these

tapes may sound like a fruitless search through

the shortwave band to the unsympathetic ear,

there are some who still share Dr Raudive’s

belief that voices – famous voices at that – are

discernible amidst the static. Somewhere on

the spirit plain, Galileo, Hitler and Goethe

queued alongside Dr Raudive’s mother to

deliver brief, cryptic (but usually

congratulatory) messages in a mixture of

German, Russian, Spanish, English and Latvian.

Born in Latvia in 1909, Konstantin Raudive

pursued an academic career at universities

throughout Europe studying literature,

philosophy and psychology. By 1965 he 

was teaching at Uppsala University when he

first encountered EVP (Electronic Voice

Phenomenon) through the work of Friedrich

Jurgenson who, on listening to a recording he

had made of a chaffinch in his garden, heard a

disembodied voice say ‘nightly bird voices’. He

proceeded to experiment, making recordings

first with a microphone and then with a radio

receiver tuned to a weak shortwave signal,

accumulating a large body of admittedly

puzzling evidence suggestive of communicating

voices. His initial hypothesis was that these

voices were extraterrestrial in origin, but he

soon decided that they were in fact the voices

of the dead. Raudive accepted this claim

uncritically and set about accumulating his own

evidence. Using the same rudimentary

apparatus, he amassed thousands of hours of

recordings and published two books on the

phenomenon (the first, Breakthrough, was the

source text ‘cut-up’ for William Burroughs’s

Break Through in Grey Room recording).

There is no doubt that the recordings evince

a curious phenomenon. Inexplicable, voice-like

sounds can be discerned on recordings made

under stringent experimental conditions (sound

engineers at the Pye laboratories pronounced

themselves baffled after one such exercise

sponsored by the Sunday Mirror in 1971).

Unfortunately Jurgenson’s and Raudive’s

unhesitating attribution of the sounds to a

paranormal source has discouraged further

investigation by more suitably qualified

researchers.

The sixty tapes acquired by the NSA

represent a small sample of Raudive’s output,

recorded for the most part between 1968 and

1970. The collection also includes recordings

submitted by enthusiasts from around the world.

Accompanying the tapes are dozens of exercise

books filled with Raudive’s notes (in German).

recording the paranormal

by Toby Oakes

Dr. Raudive’s tomb

the Raudive tapes
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David Cavanagh
The Creation Records Story
Acclaimed as a landmark in rock journalism, this
book contains many interviews with the musicians
and employees involved with Creation records.

Whitney Balliett
Collected Works:A Journal of Jazz, 1954-2000
This ‘journal’ captures the evolution of jazz since the

mid 1950’s in some of its finest performances. It also
includes critical profiles of artists and essays on
musical form.

David Dicaire
More Blues Singers
This is the second work by Dicaire and covers the
work of pioneers, innovators, superstars, and cult
heroes of blues music born after 1940.

David Hendy
Radio in the Global Age
This provides a wide-ranging introduction to 
the role of radio in contemporary society.
It explores the changing structures of the radio

industry and the cultural impact of radio across
the globe.

Ahmet Ertegun
‘What I’d Say’:The Atlantic Story,
50 Years of Music
The story of the Atlantic record company told
through photographs and essays by various writers on
the relevant eras, styles and themes of music involved.

Marty McGee
Encyclopedia of Motion Picture Sound
This covers the people, processes, innovations, formats
and award-winning films that have made sound such a
crucial part of the motion picture experience.

Tony Currie
The Radio Times Story
This looks at the history of the magazine which has
occupied a unique place in millions of households
throughout the British Isles, from genteel Edwardian
times to the age of the internet.

Stephen Fishman
The Public Domain: How to Find & 
Use Copyright-Free Writings, Music,
Art & More
A guide to creative works in the public domain,
with useful information about copyright,
and how to navigate this sometimes daunting 
field.

■ Drama and literature

Around 50 RSC, RNT and Royal Court

productions were recorded during the year,

including among the more modern work:

• Tom Stoppard The Coast of Utopia Trilogy

• Martin McDonagh The Lieutenant of Inishmore

• Charlotte Jones Humble Boy 

• Gregory Burke Gagarin Way 

• Harold Pinter (who also performed in one of

the sketches)Sketches, No Man’s Land and

Monologue

• Pamela Gien The Syringa Tree 

• August Wilson Jitney 

• Peter Gill The York Realist

• Mark Ravenhill Mother Clap’s Molly House 

• Jeanette Winterson The Powerbook

• Patrick Marber Howard Katz

• Michael Wynne The People are Friendly

We were given privately made recordings 

of several hours of conversation between 

Sean O’Casey and his wife Eileen (C1013),

the E. Martin Browne collection of tapes

documenting the York Mystery Plays (C1011),

and the Don Rowan collection of over 3000

tapes (C1037). As an executive with Tate and

Lyle, Mr Rowan travelled widely and, for his

own amusement, interviewed and recorded the

people that he met. His particular enthusiasm

was cricket and the collection includes many

recordings of players and officials at every level

from test to village cricket.

Commercial material received includes a

remarkable vanity publication by Stefan Brecht

(Bertolt’s son) who reads his own poetry 

on a self-financed six LP set (1SS0002855),

John Giorno’s Raspberry/Pornographic Poem

(1LP0216673), the fourth issue of US arts

periodical Visions comprising a boxed three-LP

set with contributions from Laurie Anderson

and John Cage among others (1SS0002858)

and – defying further comment – Winnie ille 

Pu (Winnie the Pooh read in Latin)

(1LP0216679).

On CD, the most substantial item is

Christopher Logue’s seven-disc retrospective

set Audiologue (1SS0002853). Others include

current West End celebrity vehicle The 

Vagina Monologues read by the author Eve

Ensler (1CD0197165), two releases featuring

‘America’s Poet Laureate’ Billy Collins

(1CD0171392 and 1CD0171397), more 

Brion Gysin (1CD0171400) and the late

Icelandic sheep farmer, pagan priest and

traditional skald Sveinbjörn Beinteinsson’s 

Edda (1CD0171393).

recent additions
to the NSA Library

The Lieutenant of Inishmore 
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■ Saul Seminars
‘Oh Play That Thing!: Larkin and Co and Jazz’ 
by Valentine Cunningham (Corpus Christi College,
Oxford)
November 5
‘18th-century singing styles recorded? In search of
Manuel Garcia’ by John Potter (York University)
December 3
‘Defusing the Red Light: a recording session
workshop’ by Andrew Keener
January 21 2003
All at The British Library Conference Centre
Contact:British Library Events Office
Tel: 020 7412 7332
E-mail: boxoffice@bl.uk

■ Australia’s ‘stolen generation’ and the extinction 
of aboriginality
A lecture by Peter Read,British Academy visiting
lecturer and a Senior Research Fellow at the
Australian National University
At the British Library Conference Centre
Tel: 020 7412 7332
November 6

■ Oral History training day
A one-day course in oral history techniques
At the British Library Conference Centre
Contact:Rob Perks (NSA)
Tel: 020 7412 7405
Fax:020 7412 7441
E-mail: rob.perks@bl.uk
Website:www.ohs.org.uk/training/
November 19

■ Secrets of sound on wildlife TV and radio
A lecture by Dilys Breese,wildlife film-maker 
and presenter of The Living World
At the British Library
Contact:Richard Ranft (NSA)
Tel: 020 7412 7402
Fax:020 7412 7441
E-mail: nsa-wildsound@bl.uk
November 30 (afternoon)

eleanor bron

nsa user profile
The actress and author Eleanor Bron has led a distinguished career which has embraced
theatre, television, film and the concert platform.After a start in satirical revue she appeared in
‘After That,This’, which she co-wrote with John Fortune, and in ‘Beyond a Joke’, written with
Michael Frayn. Her recent credits in straight theatre include ‘The Cherry Orchard’ and ‘The
Duchess of Malfi’ for the Royal National Theatre and ‘Hamlet’ at the Donmar Warehouse.
Among her films have been ‘Help’ with The Beatles, ‘Alfie’,‘Women in Love’ and ‘Iris’.As well as
her two books, she has written new verses for Saint-Saens’s ‘Carnival of the Animals’ and a
song-cycle with John Dankworth. She has performed Schoenberg’s ‘Die glückliche Hand’ for
The Netherlands Opera and taken a starring cameo in the television series ‘Absolutely
Fabulous’.Her first novel,‘Double Take’,was published in 1996.

How did you hear about the
National Sound Archive?
I’ve known about its existence
since the days when it was based
in South Kensington. I kept
thinking that I should go there, but
never made it. At that time I was
most interested in studying
dialects. Performing in comedy or
satirical programmes, I found that I
kept having to invent a dialect off
the top of my head as part of
inventing the character. I tended to
have an all-purpose Northern or
American dialect to hand, whereas
these days I am more particular
about wanting to get it right.

What did you hear on your
first visit?
I came to hear recordings by great
actors and actresses. I knew that
recordings existed of such people
as Henry Irving, Ellen Terry and
Sarah Bernhardt. In particular, I was
putting together a programme

about Ellen Terry and needed to
hear for myself how she spoke.
Her ‘Quality of mercy’ speech
from The Merchant of Venice is so
different from how it would be
done today.At first I thought it old-
fashioned and laughable, but on
repeated hearings the power of it
increased and, within the context
of what I was doing, it seemed
quite stunning. Sarah Bernhardt’s
speech from Phèdre also pins you
to the wall.

What else would you like 
to hear from the NSA’s
collections in the future?
I used to love listening to poets
reading their own poetry, though I
am not so keen now.Actors often
read poetry badly – I include
myself in that – because we don’t
trust the poetry and overdo the
inflexions. But these days the
poets themselves have this awful
sing-song approach, which I don’t

like. I am more likely to come
back to hear dialects, especially
now that it is more difficult to
access that material at the BBC.
My ear has become less acute
over the years in distinguishing
even obvious dialects like
Lancashire and Yorkshire, so
hearing them at the NSA would
be very helpful.

How did you use the NSA’s
Listening & Viewing Service?
I simply phoned up and told them
what I needed to hear. They
provided a list of what was
available and then I made a
listening appointment. Everything
went very smoothly. I must say
that the interior of the British
Library is dazzling. I was always
too intimidated to use the old
British Museum reading room, but
I feel very welcome at the British
Library and privileged that this
facility is available to all of us.


